
“Chant aficionados will certainly want this, but 
anyone searching for genuinely uplifting music 

for Christmas also need not hesitate.”
—INTERNATIONAL RECORD REVIEW

The Coming of Christ is sung by the Gloriæ Dei Cantores Schola and conducted 
by Dr. Mary Berry, CBE, reknowned experts who bring a wealth of experience to 
the interpretation of Gregorian chant. Well-known pieces alternate with numerous 
antiphons to bring us closer to the time of Christ’s birth and early childhood. The 
prophetic announcements, the longing and anticipation of Christ’s birth as well 
as the joy of the angels’ message are all vividly portrayed in the Gregorian chant.  

“Gramophone’s own Mary Berry conducts with unassailable 
authority. The singers create an atmosphere that is retained 

impressively throughout.” 
—GRAMOPHONE

“Dr. Mary Berry is one of the leading Gregorian scholars, and all the 
singing is excellent, in perfect style…elegant and sincere…” 

—AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE

GLORIÆ DEI CANTORES SCHOLA is dedicated to the singing and study of 
Gregorian chant. Its expertise and experience come from daily chanting the Liturgy of the 
Hours as well as the Ordinary and Proper of the Mass at the Church of the Transfiguration 
in Orleans, Massachusetts.  The Schola also conducts chant workshops and performs in 
concert with Gloriæ Dei Cantores. Years of study with the late Dr. Mary Berry, CBE, 
founder of the Schola Gregoriana in Cambridge, England, and the monks of St. Peter’s 
Abbey, Solesmes, France, also contribute to the Schola’s passion for Gregorian chant as a 
vibrant and living form of sung prayer.
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